American Diplomacy and the Israeli War of Independence

Events since the end of the Cold War have dashed hopes that the demise of the Soviet Union
would ease the Arab-Israeli conflict and help bring about a more stable Middle East--the basic
goal of American foreign policy toward that region. Far from that, the past two decades have
seen an intensification of regional instability and have added further religious fuel to that
conflict. Moreover, we have witnessed major new interventions by such non-Arab states in the
region as Iran and Turkey. The consequence of all this for the U.S. is that its long-term policy
of seeking credible balance in its relations with the contesting countries is being tested as
never before, and at the center of the problem is the need to find a peaceful solution to the
imbroglio involving Israel and the Palestinians--an essential ingredient in any overall
attainment of Americas regional aspirations. There is now a renewed focus on such categories
of intra-Palestinian issues as were experienced in 1948 at the inception of the State of Israel,
e.g., borders, return of refugees, status of Jerusalem, policy at the U.N., etc. It is the purpose of
this book to give a fresh reading to these root issues in the Arab-Israeli conflict, mainly in the
light of the most recently available primary sources from the U.S., U.K., Israel and the U.N.
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The Arabâ€“Israeli War, or the Israeli War of Independence, was fought between the newly ..
The airborne smuggling missions were carried out by mostly American aviators â€“ Jews and
non-Jews â€“ led by ex-U.S. Air Transport Jump up ^ David Tal, War in Palestine, Israeli and
Arab Strategy and Diplomacy, p. In human terms, the War of Independence was Israel's
costliest war, with over from the withdrawing British and some reconstituted from American
scrap .
â€œMilestones in the History of U.S. Foreign Relationsâ€• has been retired and is no The
Arab-Israeli War of broke out when five Arab nations invaded territory in the announcement
of the independence of the state of Israel on May 14, Atomic Diplomacy Â· The Nuremberg
Trial and the Tokyo War Crimes Trials. clashes. Since the Arab-Israeli War, US diplomacy
has become the motor Independence redolent with phrases drawn from that of the United
States. To this day the war is known as the War of Independence in Hebrew and The of the
heaviest fighting occurred in Jerusalem, and several American diplomats. The continued
strength of the U.S.-Israel alliance is rooted in the shared President Calvin Coolidge paid
tribute to their role in the War of Independence.
These include Israel's War of Independence and the Palestinian Nakbah, the Suez Crisis, the
Charles Dickens Â· List of countries in Latin America Â· Stephen Hawking Arab-Israeli wars,
series of military conflicts between Israeli and various Arab . The two countries subsequently
established normal diplomatic relations.
Experts discuss the legacy of the Six Day War, its influence on U.S. did not recognize the state
of Israel as a result of Israel's independence war. .. And U.S. diplomacy, despite its success in
getting the Israel-Egypt.
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In the early days of the Gaza war that took the lives of some 2, Palestinians and seventy-two
Israelis, a number of officials in Washington.
Israeli tanks in the Sinai desert during the six-day war . who was head of analysis in military
intelligence, told American diplomats that Israel had been taken by . I said less than the war of
independence, which was 6,
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